
2022-2023 Curriculum options and descriptions for lessons in elementary school  

 Bully Prevention:   “Telling Isn’t Tattling!” video lesson and worksheet/color sheet 

     This video explains the difference between telling and tattling 

  

 Bully Prevention:  “Peer Pressure” video, worksheet, and role play 

     This lesson explains how kids pressure kids to do unsafe things 

  

 Bully Prevention:  “Antidote to bullying!” video and worksheet 

This video talks about kindness and respect 

 

 Bully Prevention:  “Using your W.I.T.S” video and worksheet  

(W- walk away I – Ignore  T- Talk it out   S-Seek help)  

 

 Internet safety:  “Faux Paw Adventures in the Internet” video and color sheet  

 Internet safety:  “Faux Paw meets the First Lady” video   

 Internet safety:  “Faux Paw goes to the Games” video   

All three cartoons use a cat to talk about being safe online 

 

 Cyberbullying:   “Wild, Wild Web” video and worksheet  

This lesson demonstrates in a fun way what it feels like to be 

cyberbullied and what a kid can do to get help to stop it 

 

 Erin’s Law (body safety): “It’s Your Body, You’re in Charge!” video and color sheet 

This video talks about safe/unsafe touches, safe/unsafe secrets, 

and the touching rule 

 Erin’s Law (body safety): “You’re in charge of your Body #1” video and color sheet 

 Erin’s Law (body safety): “You’re in charge of your Body #2” video and worksheet   

 Erin’s Law (body safety): “You’re in charge of your Body #3” video and worksheet 

     These videos are three parts of recognizing child sexual abuse,  

     what to do using “no & go” and who to tell  

 Erin’s Law (body safety): “Touching & Stranger Safety” video and worksheet          

 Bystander:   “Think about others, be considerate!” video and worksheet   

 Bystander:   “Time Out on Anger” video and worksheet 

 Bystander:   “Do Your Best” video and worksheet 

 Bystander:   “I am Little red” child sex trafficking prevention video and worksheet  

 

Kim Kurtz Spicer, Director of Prevention Services, kspicer@growingstrongcenter.org or 

Sheri Spain, Prevention Educator, sspain@growingstrongcenter.org  217-428-0770 

All videos are on our google drive or a USB to accommodate your technology. 
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